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Positive Psychology
• Promotes the best in human behaviour
• Promotes the understanding of healthy human functioning
• Positive emotions seem to help restore or preserve the
health of both our minds and our bodies.
• Positive emotions appear to set in motion a number of
physical, psychological, and social processes that enhance
our well-being.
(Baumgardner & Crothers, 2009)

Positive Psychology
• Positive Psychology does not mean that you need to
be happy 100% of the time.
• It studies the positive processes that we can use
during the negative and challenging times that we
all face at some point.
• Positive Psychology is about building our strengths.

We are more resilient than we think…
• But research suggests that people don’t know much
about their own psychological immune systems.
• We often fail to appreciate our resilience in face of
negative events. (Dunn, Gilbert, & Wilson, 2011)

Happiness
Happiness as a central focus of positive psychology can
be broken down into 3 components:
1. The pleasant life: what some people might call “the
good life
2. The engaged life: an aspect of happiness focused on
active involvement in activities and relationships
3. A meaningful life: an aspect of happiness that stems
from giving to, and being involved in, something
larger than your self
(Baumgardner & Crothers, 2009)

Signature Strengths
• Martin Seligman suggests we can develop
unprecedented levels of happiness by nurturing
existing “signature” strengths including
• Optimism
• Humour
• Gratefulness
• Kindness & Generosity

Optimism
Optimists distinguish between controllable and
uncontrollable life stressors and adjust their coping
strategies appropriately:
• Faced with more controllable distressing events, such
as the spread of the COVID-19 virus, optimists engage
in active coping and problem-solving activities.
• E.g., They engage in social distancing, hand-washing, and
other activities deemed important by public health
agencies.
(Baumgardner & Crothers, 2009)

Optimism
• Faced with less controllable distressing events, such as
the closure of schools and businesses due to a
pandemic, optimists disengage from thinking about
solving an unsolvable problem.
• Instead, they shift their coping orientation from
active problem-solving to more emotion-focused
coping based on acceptance of a reality that cannot
be changed.
(Baumgardner & Crothers, 2009)

@BreathworksMind

Optimism
• Emotional coping involves finding ways to reduce and
manage the emotional consequences of stressful
events and conditions.
• This might involve
• Engaging in enjoyable activities
• Sharing feelings with others
• Looking past the stressful present situation to a
more positive future
(Baumgardner & Crothers, 2009)

Learned Optimism
• Attributional retraining
• Recognizing attributions of control and no control.
(Harrington, 2013)

Well known Serenity Prayer made famous by Alcoholics
Anonymous:
“God grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change;
courage to change the things I can; and wisdom to know the
difference.”
Optimists know the difference.

(Baumgardner & Crothers, 2009)

6 Tools for Cultivating Self-Compassion During
the COVID-19 Pandemic (Brady, Chopra Centre)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Practice acceptance
Cultivate patience
Know detached involvement
Let go of expectations
Be easy with yourself
Release guilt and self judgement

#HopeGoesGlobal

Finding hope in
uncertain times
Harness strength.
Find peace. Create
connection.
21-day free meditation
program

HopeGoesGlobal.com

Humour
• “Coping humour” is a strategy of using humour to cope with
stress.
• Humour reframes problems in ways that create positive
affect, emotional distance, and a new perspective.
• Humour helps lighten up serious situations by replacing
negative emotions with more positive ones.
• (Caution, self-defeating and belaboured humour are
associated with negative psychological well-being.)
(Harrington, 2013)

Humour
• Laughter helps put the mind and body at ease.
(Baumgardner & Crothers, 2009)

Gratitude
Gratitude may benefit us in a number of ways:
1. Enhancing our enjoyment of benefits because the benefits seem
more special when they are perceived as gifts;
2. Helping us focus attention on the good things in our life rather than
what we are lacking;
3. Enhancing our social relationships because people like grateful
people;
4. Helping us cope better with difficult circumstances because we are
able to focus more on the benefits of stressful experiences even
though we are experiencing difficulties;
5. Enabling us to access more positive memories because encoding
grateful memories gives us more favourable reflections on the past.

(Harrington, 2013)

Gratitude Activities
• Tell other people “thank you” when they do something kind for you,
no matter how small the deed.
• Give thanks before each meal.
• Reframe or reappraise a challenging situation—ask yourself ‘what did
I learn from this?’, ‘How did I grow from this?’—and/or congratulate
yourself for dealing with it.
(daringtolivefully.com)
• Make a gratitude jar and fill it with gratitude notes.
• Write a hand-written letter to a person you are particularly grateful to
have in your life. Share it with that person.
• Pick a gratitude rock to carry around with you. When you see it or
touch it, pause to think about at least one thing you are grateful for.
• Keep a gratitude journal.
(positivepsychology.com)

Gratitude journals
• Don’t hurry through this exercise as if it were just another item on
your to-do list. This way, gratitude journaling is really different from
merely listing a bunch of pleasant things in one’s life.
• So why might this particular practice do such good for our minds
and bodies? Translating thoughts into concrete language—whether
oral or written—has advantages over just thinking the thoughts: It
makes us more aware of them, deepening their emotional impact.
(Marsh, Greater Good Science Center at UC Berkley)

Tips for reaping the greatest psychological
rewards from your gratitude journal
• Don’t just go through the motions. Research suggests that journaling is
more effective if you first make the conscious decision to become
happier and more grateful. Motivation to become happier plays a role
in the efficacy of journaling.
• Go for depth over breadth. Elaborating in detail about a particular
thing for which you’re grateful carries more benefits than a superficial
list of many things.
• Get personal. Focusing on people to whom you are grateful has more
of an impact than focusing on things for which you are grateful.
(Marsh, Greater Good Science Center at UC Berkley)

Tips for reaping the greatest psychological
rewards from your gratitude journal
• Try subtraction, not just addition. One effective way of stimulating
gratitude is to reflect on what your life would be like without
certain blessings, rather than just tallying up all those good things.
• Savor surprises. Try to record events that were unexpected or
surprising, as these tend to elicit stronger levels of gratitude.
• Don’t overdo it. Writing occasionally (once or twice per week) is
more beneficial than daily journaling.
(Marsh, Greater Good Science Center at UC Berkley)

Try writing prompts to get the gratitude flowing
(from Shutterfly)

• Write about a time you were grateful for something a loved one did for you.

• List three silly things your kids did today.
• What are three ways to thank someone without saying “thank you”?
• What is something that makes you unique that you’re grateful for?
• Look out the window, what’s something you’re grateful for outside?
• Think about the work that went into the clothes you wear or the house you
live in.
• Write a thank you note to yourself.

• Pick a random photo, and write about why you’re grateful for that memory.
• Write about something you’re looking forward to.

Writing prompts to get the gratitude flowing
(from Shutterfly)

• Write about something in your life that you have now that you didn’t have a
year ago.
• Reflect on a time you made a mistake and what you learned. What are you
grateful for about that learning experience?

• Write about why you’re grateful for your house.
• Think back to the last time you laughed until you cried, and write about it.

• List three things that made you smile this week.
• Think about a time you were able to help someone else.
• List three people who helped you through a tough situation.
• Name someone who did something nice for you unprompted.
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